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In December 1999,
4200 questionnaires
(a copy of the
questionnaire is included in Appendix *A*) were nailed oat to a
saaple of cansuners who purchased Remington firearms in 1988
(obtained fro» product warranty card returns) to determine their
overall satisfaction vith the gun they bought.
Questions
included in the study concerned evner-satisfaction vith various
features of their guns, the importance of these features, their
likes (and dislikes) and repair experiences vith their guns.
Demographic infcraition about fire-anas buyers that is collected
en the product warranty card is also included la the study. Of
the 4,200 questionnaires sent outr 2177 (52%) were returned
couple ted.'

This study replicates studies done annually from 1992-1988 end
traces changes in the satisfaction levels of buyers of selected
aodels of Remington guns. In 1989, questionnaires vere sent to
600 purchasers of each of the following models:
Model
Hodel
Modal
Hodel
Model
Model

B7C;
470 Express;
1187;
700 (ADL and BDL combined);
700 MIH;
Seven;

Models 7400 and rour combined.

Customer satisfaction vith the Model 870, the Kodel 700, and
Model 7400 have been tracked since inception of the study in
1992. However, prior to the 1988 study the saaple for the Model
700 was limited to 600 purchasers randomly chosen fros Models 700
ADL., BID end Mountain Rifl* combined. Although previous results
were reported for M/700 combined, most of these purchasers had
bought either an ADL or BDL as they account for the majority of
K/700 sales. In 1986 the saaple of purchasers of the Model 700
was expanded to 1200 buyers (300 buyers of M/700 ADZ., 300 buyers
cf M/700 BDL, end 600 buyers of a/700 MTW) to permit a comparison
of satisfaction with the three M/700 styles.
The M/H87, K/B70 Express and M/6C/77 vere added to the study in
1988) toe H/552, H/1100, M/Seven, M/Six. and M/7600 were dropped.
In 1989 the M/Seven was added back in, while the M/66/77 was
dropped. These changes in the models sampled in the past two
years should be kept in mind when comparing customer satisfaction
in 1939 vith that for prior years.
In attempting to trade changes over tiae for this study
information on models which vere dropped from the 1988 and 1989
studies is still included for 1982-1987/1988 where the aodels
which replaced the* were similar enough to make comparisons
meaningful. Another wave ot the buyer satisfaction study is
planned for December, 3.990.
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Mcst purchasers of Remington guns are satisfied with the firearms
overall. Ten percgnt (10%) or less of tfte purchaser* of any
model Burveyed in 1989 (M/870, M/870 Express, H/1187, n/700,
M/Seven, M/4/7400) reported dissatisfaction. This IB not to Bay
that there aren't crea* for improvement. The main dislix«s or
areas of dissatisfaction varied by node I, but the most common
responses centered on product quality (accuracy, goui janaung,
action smoothness) and product features (location of safety,
overall safety, and weight)*
About
one
in
ten
Remington
gun
owners
had
had
repairs/modification* done on their firearms. In 1989 though a
trend which began in 1907, continued as e smaller percentage of
work done on Remington guns was repair work due to functional
problems vnila a larger percentage were modifications (primarily
to the trigger) . One aust reaeaber, however, that the 1989
sanple vas changed as the Nylon 66/77 vas dropped and the M/Seven
vac added. It is likely that the «/Seven would require sore
modifications, and leas repair work, than the Nylon 66/77,
Once again it appears that the M/B70 Express is effective at
attracting first tine Remington purchases (42% of M/&70 Express
owners report that it is their first Remington). The IV870 (40%)
and by 4/74 00 ( 314 ) also appear to be attracting first t iae
Remington purchasers. For both of those aodels, though, the high
percentage of first tiae Reoington owners represent large
increases over 19*8 figures (In 19B> 27% of M/870 and 29% of
M/4/7400 owners reported being first tiae Remington owners) . For
comparison, in 1989 only about 30% of H/700 owners, 25% of M/11B7
owners and 12* of M/Seven ovnars indicated that they vere first
tine Remington owners. Owners of the K/670 Express and H/070
tend to be younger Than other Remington customers. M/870 Express
owners also tend to have a lower annual household income, es do
M/4/7400 owners.
overall. It would appear that the Re&ington business is doing a
good j bb of addressing many of the ar*es vhich give rise to
dissatisfaction and over which they have control. (Due to safety
and legal concerns, some erees, such as triggers, asy not be able
to be fixed) . Future work should be focused on those areas which
are still causing dissatisfaction and which Remington owners
consider important (such areas vould include accuracy, action
smoothness, ease of safety operation, and—-for Remington
shotguns—choice tube quality.)
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Ai in prior years Realr;trton gup owner
esntlnu* to <xpre?s high Bevels of
overall satisfaction, in each of the
years that the study has been conducted,
nearly nine out of tan buyer* were either
"extreaely satisfied* or 'very satisfied.'
{1989-89%; 1988-87%) {Table 1]
However, of the models vhich vere included
in both the 1988 and 1969 studies, only the
H/1187 (1989-40% 'extreaely satisfied" in
1969 versus 39% •extremely satisfied* in
1986) and the H/700 KTN (19B»»45%? 1988*43%)
exhibited improvements in buyer satisfaction
in 1989 versus 1986.
DISSXTTSrACTION
In 1989. aa in 19BS. only about on* in
Remington
.

extremely;_pr seacvhatl with
j02D2* Dissatisfaction is greatest for the
M/4/7AOO combined (10%), and the M/IIB?
(6%). These jnodeis also had the highest levels
of dissatisfaction in 1988* (M/Pour/7400-7%
dissatisfied in 1988 t H/ 118 7-6* dissatisfied)
Only 1% of purchasers were dissatisfied
vith their M/870 Express, their K/700 ADL,
Or K/700 BDL.

Dissatisfaction vith the specific aodels
appears to be due- to: [Tables 3 end 3 A]
r

(12% dissatisfied,

93% consider action saoothness very
important) .
Accuracy f?% dissatisfied, 96% consider
accuracy very important).
Weight (9% dissatisfied, but only 68%
consider very important).

* other than the Nylon «6/77 vhich vas dropped froa the study in
19B9.
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Overall Product Quality (7% dissatisfied, 92% consider very important). In
particular, owners s-.entioned *6un jams
when loading/firing* and 'Failure of
shells to eject properly* as tilings that
they disliked about the guns.

M/TOO MTN AWD M/7CO BPL

Ease ef Sa.fetv Operation vac a concern
for both K/70C MTN (11% dissatisfied,
82% consider very important) and H/700
BDL (13% dissatisfied, 60% consider very
important) owners.
The triooer was also a concern for both
M/7DD KIN (lot dissatisfied, 87% consider
very important) and H/TOO BOX. (11%
dissatisfied, •?% consider very
iaportant) owners. Specifically, owners
of both model* aantioned that the
trigger being hard to pull was something
that they particularly disliked about
the guns.
H/700 MTN owners also mentioned
accuracy as a concern (6% dissatisfied,
9B% consider very iaportant).
M/Seven

-

The trioaar (10% dissatisfied, 18k
consider very iaportant) and action
gnoothneaa (6% dissatisfied, 51%
consider very important) were the
aain areas of dissatisfaction.

*

Wood finish (5% dissatisfied, 63%
consider vary important.)
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M/7QO XDL
Wood Finish (7% dissatisfied, 39%
consider very important.)
Amount of Reeoil (6fc dissatisfied,
40% consider very important.)
M/1187
Weight (11% dissatisfied, 61% consider
very important.)
Action Smoothness (6% dissatisfied,
93% consider very important.)

—-

Ideation of thg Saf«tv (12%
dissatisfied, 81% consider very
ioportant . )

Ease ojp safely operation (7%
dissatisfied, 85% consider very
inportant. )
Wood Finish and Wood Quality (11%
and 9% dissatisfied respectively) :
also were areas of dissatisfaction,
However, less than half (46% in each
case) of ovners considered these
areas to be very important*
K/B7Q

Location of Safety (B% dissatisfied,
69% consider very important.)
Action smoothness (6% dissatisfied,
consider very important.)
For all or the shotgun models (H/87Q Express, M/370 and K/1187'i
the choice tubes appear to be a slight problem, in each, case ncre
than 70% of owners feel that the choice tube is very important
while between 3% and 6% axe dissatisfied.
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LIKES .

Remington

oun

ovngrs

ffiT%>

tjfrat Ethfiy particularly likad about; tjn^jr
gun- As in previous years 'accurate gun/accuracy*
is still the most important reason Cor liking a
R«»in?ton. Hovevcr, the percent of respondents
who mention accuracy has fallen steadily froa 20%
in 1982 to 14% in 1989. Meanvhile, weight
(1962*4%? 1989-10%) nas risen steadily and is now
the second aost important reason for liking a
Remington.
[Table 4]
As Bight be expected, the features liked, varied
significantly by nodal of gun (TaoJ* 4A.] The
M/700 ADL. BDL and'HTM are all liked primarily for
their accuracy (26% aenrioned for ADL and BDL, 22%
mentioned for MTK). In addition M/7oo BPL owners
like its overall looks/appearanc« (19%). Beyond
accuracy, M/7QO MTN owners like the light weight
of the gun (51%) and the gun's handling [25%).
The light weight of the gun was also iaportant to
owners of an M/Sevan (66% nention). Handling
(25%) and accuracy (17%) were also cited by
M/Seven owners* The n/«/740Q is liked for its
overall looks/appearance (22%) and product quality
(primarily accuracy • 29%). Product features
(36%) predominantly the ability to chamber
different sited shotshells and the choke tubes
were the most frequently mentioned likes about the
M/iiy?. Both the M/B70 express and the M/S70 are
liked fer their price (M/870 Express-37%;
K/S70-16*). In addition, product quality (M/870
Express«20%; H/B70 »25%} and overall
looks/appearance (M/870 £xpress*25%; H/870-24%)
vere iaportant likes.
BMIJKya

sf Pen inert on mm
in ^»p» indicated that there was something In
particular that they disliked about their mm.
This is eovpanbie to levels over the past few
years (1986-65%; 1987-60%). Also, as Has been the
case in past years, there was little change in the
composition of specific negative coanents. The
categories 'product features* and 'product
quality* continue to be the aajer disliker.
[Table 5)
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The product features of greatest concarn are
location pf the safety (M/870 and K/B70 Express)

iAlaiy (M/7oo BDL, n/7oo HTH, M/s«v«nj and weight
(M/1187
product
H/1117)
lack of

and M/4/7400). Major concerns with
quality included gun lamnlno (M/4/7400 and
poor wood to metal fit (H/700 MTN) and
accuracy (H/700 HTN).

About Qffft in tan fll%l P •IF i not on mm owners
avjio ed _rgMif vorltL don* on
mins. This level is coneistent with levels
recorded in previous years (Table 6]. Also
consistent with recent years, functional problems,
as a category, continue to be the major reason Zor
repairs (38%). However, the 38% level recorded in
1989 represents a 7% decrease form 1988 (45%) and
a 1st dacreaee from 1987 levels. Modifications
(36%) primarily work done on triggers (22%) are
now almost as coaejon a reason for repair work as
functional problems. However, one must keep In
Bind that the sample was changed this year ae the
Nylon $6/77 was dropped from the study and the
M/Seven was added. This way account for some of
the shift freei repair work for functional problems
to modifications,
Among the different Remington models in the 1969
survey, the highest reported incidence of repair
vork was for the H/700 HTN (18%) and the M/Seven
(14%). [Tables 8 and BA), The 18% level recorded
for the M/700 MTH in 1989 represents an increase
over the 15% level recorded in is 8*.
Modifications to the n/"?oo MTN accounted for the
bulk of repairs, neanwhle, both the H/700 AOL and
M/700 BDL registered major decreases in the
incidence of repair vork done in 1919 (M/?oo
ADt-7%; H/700 BDI>10*) versus 1988 (H/700 ADL-20%;
M/700 BDL*21%) . As in the case of the M/700 MTK,
the bulk of the repair vork done by M/Seven owners
represented modification.
As in prior years. Remington owners continue to
stress product performance criteria in their
purchase decisions with about nine of ten owners
considering 'accuracy," "workman chip/ over a 11
quality,* "action smoothness,* and "action
strength* to be very 'important.* In addition,
more than eight of ten owners reported that the
"f*«l of the gun" and the *ea»e_Jf_ .safety
operation* were *very important.* tTafile-SA]
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Sove important differences oy model include;
Sights are of relatively more inportance to
purchasers of shotguns (K/a?o, M/B970 Express and
M/11B7) than purchasers of centerfire rifles
(Model 700 and W/Scven) . The exception in this
case is H/4/7400.
-

Weight is a aore important consideration to M/700
MTN and M/ Seven purchasers.

RECOMKEMDITTOK

percentage of Jteffingtoq-pgrelfraaers: vho woylifl
-tha e n n t Q n »edel^,hj*VL b o u h t to a
friend g O h f i remained
.
throughout j^ha eight years that *fr^^ satiafaetiep
p^udy has bg*n ecnduyta^. Further, this leval ef
recomnendacion was unifonly high for all nodals.

Likewise, tne percentage of Reaington gun owners
who indicated that they would recoaaend a
Seoington qun to a friend (99t) has remained
unchanged over the eight years that the study has
been conducted.
In addition, this level is
consistent regardless of the current model owned.
CHASXCTESISTlCfi Of BUYERS
Owners of both th» w/a7o Evpress and M/870 are
Bore Ilk-el ^o fa* tircttine
nera of
mips than onerc
addition. j^/B7^and^M^87(L Express pvner^ tend
be^ gliaft^ly_yeung]ir- - anj ip the ease. pf
anal
for hath the M/700 APL and K/«/7aoo ovn*rc
also tends t;e fce sieved lover. vh|^ tl^at qf
ovners tends to b
[Taiil* 10}

M/870 Express owners hev« a aedian household
incone of $33,017 and a median age of 37? M/1187
owners have a aedian age of 43 and a aedian
household income of $40,750. The aadian household
income for M/700 AOL owners is $32,917, and the
H/4/7400 owners it is $33,171.
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Cun shops (35%) and sporting goods stores (27%)
Account for the majority of Remington gun
purchases. However, both Of these sources are
less important for H/700 AOL and M/4/7<oo
purchases. In their case department stores (K/?oo
ADL-26*, M/4/7400-31%) *nd discount stores CM/700
ADL-34%, K/4/7400-22%) account for the majority of
sales.

Most Itenincrton ?un owners arc Barrled (79%), own
their own hone (82%), and one of two jteaington
owners have children living at hone.
Alnost half (45%) of M/seven owners live in the
Northeast Region, the bulk of these being in
Pennsylvania. This contrasts with the M/4/7400
owners of whoa only 14* live in the Northeast
Region (nearly a third U»*) live in the Southeast
Region)*
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